Announcements

2 December 2015
Assignment 3 - Reminders

Assignment 3 is due on **Tuesday, December 8th before 10:00pm**

Please form your partnership on MarkUs and submit your current code ASAP!

Don’t forget to **test** your code! This includes:

- Running the provided type checker (`a3_typechecker.py`)
- Testing each function you wrote with many many examples.
- Running your unittests on your code.

Reminder:

- In `twitterverse_functions.py` do **not** call on functions `open, close, print or input`. 
L5101 - Exam Review Session Reminder

When: Wednesday, December 9th @ 6pm

Where: WB116 (not our regular lecture room)
Today’s plan

- Complete overlaps method from Event worksheet and then do Day worksheet.

- Default Parameter Values
  - Do Class Day Improved Worksheet

- Another Day Class Improvement worksheet

- Questions about A3?

- Course Wrap-Up!